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Abstract

Multi-spheres and Superquadrics are popular approaches for addressing particle shape effect in the Discrete Element Method (DEM). This study focuses on the mechanical characteristics of cubical particles, modelled by the two methods (using EDEM and LIGGGHTS), through conducting a series of numerical case studies at both single particle and bulk levels. In the first part of the study, several testing scenarios, which clarify the impact, interlocking, sliding and tilting characteristics of the particle, are discussed and the respective simulations are carried out. The results emphasize the importance of surface bumpiness and edge sharpness in the single-particle behaviour and are used for informing the bulk response.

Further, role of the two shape descriptors on bulk response is evaluated in angle of repose, Jenike shear and silo flow simulations. The results of these tests are assessed both at the micro, directly through DEM outputs, and at the meso- and macro- scales, using a coarse graining technique. It is seen that the properties of edge and surface in superquadric and multi-sphere particles considerably influence the heap profile in the angle of repose test. However, in a Jenike direct shear, the shape complexity only significantly affects the shear strength, porosity and mode of motion when the packing is dense. Additionally, in silo discharge, the effect of shape features is even less on the flow pattern and mass flow rate but is found to have a significant influence on the stress distribution.
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1. Introduction

The growth in computational power has increased the popularity of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) \cite{[1]}. This powerful numerical tool is now more accessible to both industry and academia for modelling complicated particulate systems. In DEM, the granular material is treated as a system of distinct interacting particles. Accordingly, the velocity, position and contact properties of each particle are tracked individually.

An efficient particle shape representation is a key challenge in DEM. Most DEM codes use spherical particles to
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reduce the computational cost of the simulations, although in reality particles are mostly of irregular shape. Several
non-spherical shape descriptors have been proposed in the literature, the most popular approach in DEM being the
multi-sphere approach (MS) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In this description, spheres are allowed to overlap and be glued
together to approximate an arbitrarily shaped particle. On the other hand, irregular particle shapes can alternatively
be idealized to some regular shapes such as spheroids, cuboids or cylinders that can be approximated by superquadric
(SQ) shapes [9, 10, 11]. It has been suggested that 80% of all shapes can be represented by superquadric functions
or derived from superquadrics in higher-dimensional hyperquadrics [12, 13]. SQ particles demonstrate an excellent
trade-off between model complexity and shape flexibility. Changing only five shape parameters gives an opportunity
to switch from a spherical particle to an ellipsoidal, cylindrical or box-like particles. These particle shapes are able to
capture many physical elements of real particles and extend the range of applicability of DEM.

Following is a summary of the studies that have focused on the characteristics of different shape representation
methods and compared them at the micro and macro levels:

Matsushima and Saomoto [14] pointed out the lack of a method which enables the implementation of real shape
for sand grains in DEM simulations. They proposed an algorithm to obtain optimum sizes and positions of sub-
elements (circles in 2-D and spheres in 3-D) for describing an irregular particle shape. Accuracy and convergence of
this algorithm is further discussed through conducting a bi-axial element test.

Mollanouri Shamsi and Mirghasemi [15] utilized MS particles to investigate the influence of particle angularity on
the bulk response of a granular assembly in a triaxial test. They observed that the more angular the single particles
are (at a specified confining pressure), the higher mobilized friction angle and dilation is reached. Additionally, they
reported that the shear strength is more affected by angularity once higher friction coefficients are applied.

Ouadfel [16] has implemented and validated an algorithm for inter-ellipsoid contact detection. He conducted a
number of constant mean pressure deviatoric compression tests on assemblies of ellipsoidal particles to study the
importance of size, shape, inherent anisotropy and confining pressure on the macro-scale response of ellipsoids.

Kruggel-Emden et al. [17] modeled a spherical particle hitting a flat wall. The sphere was modeled as a single
rigid sphere and as a multi-sphere particle composed by smaller sub-spheres. It was shown that macroscopic collision
properties derived from MS simulations strongly depend on the alignment of the particle. The authors show that
the MS method has certain limitations when used for the approximation of a spherical body and therefore could face
difficulties when applied to other arbitrary shapes.

Hölner et al. [18] studied the adequacy of the MS and polyhedral (PH) approach to approximate particle-wall
collisions of ellipsoidal particles. They showed that both approaches require significantly less computational time
compared to the ellipsoid contact algorithm while still yielding acceptable results at micro-level.

Hölner et al. [19, 20] conducted DEM simulations with spherical, PH and MS particles and examined the macro-
scopic features of the flow during hopper discharge. The results revealed that polyhedral particles increase the flow
resistance compared to MS particles, and suggested that this might be due to the relatively smooth surfaces of the MS
particles, while PH surfaces have multiple sharp vertices and edges. Moreover, Höllner et al.[19] stated that smoother particles form a V-shaped flow that reaches the hopper walls, while increasing the angularity of the particles leads to a core flow above the opening. They also mentioned that particles with sharper edges have a tendency to build arches that can clog the flow.

Cleary and Sawley [21] compared the discharge of SQ and spherical particles from a hopper and showed that the non-sphericity causes a slower flow up to 30% and also changes the flow kinematics. They found that the hopper flows are not sensitive to any further increase of particle angularity if SQ blockiness $N$ is greater than 8.

Pereira and Cleary [22] studied segregation of binary granular mixture composed by cubes modeled as SQ and spheres in a slowly rotating cylindrical tumbler. They found that cubical particles segregate to the inner core of the particle bed while the spherical particles segregate to the curved walls of the tumbler. It was shown that blocky particles dissipate energy faster than spherical ones and hence move more slowly as they travel down the free surface.

Fraige et al. [23] simulated spherical and cubical particles in a flat-bottom silo and concluded that cubic-shape particles provide a packing with higher porosity and increased resistance to flow compared to spheres.

Härtl and Ooi [24], considering spherical and non-spherical (consist of two glued beads), investigated the influence of particle shape and on the bulk friction in a Jenike direct shear test. It is shown that particle interlocking has a more pronounced impact than porosity on the bulk friction.

Tao et al. [25] used the MS approach to represent corn-shape particles and compared the flow properties with spherical particles. They showed that the downward velocity of the clusters shows higher variation, compared to spheres, along the width of the silo (the maximum is seen in the centre and decreases towards the walls). Furthermore, they observed that the mean voidage of packings for non-spherical particles is smaller than that of the spherical particles.

Markauskas et al.[6] evaluated the capability of MS method to describe ellipsoidal particles, which can replace the perfectly smooth ellipsoids generated using the SQ technique. Varying the number of sub-spheres, the MS particles were characterized through studying the angle of repose, porosity and coordination numbers. They observed a non-linear increase of computational time with the increase in the number of sub-spheres compared to the case of ideal spherical particles. It was pointed out that increasing the number of sub-spheres exhibits a clear tendency to mimic macroscopic parameters of a smooth ellipsoid.

The studies summarised above show that several attempts have been made to understand the characteristics of different shape approximation methods. However, there is still a lack of a comprehensive study that investigates the bulk response of the SQ and MS particles under various compression and shearing conditions. Accordingly, this paper aims to provide a better understanding of the micro/macro properties of the MS and SQ particles and also investigates the potential similarities. In this respect, a series of grain level tests and as well as shearing tests in a Jenike shear tester with MS and SQ particles are conducted to determine the role of blockiness in SQ and number of sub-spheres (surface bumpiness) in MS particles. Subsequently, the influences of particle edge sharpness and surface roughness on
flow characteristics of a granular assembly are investigated. Eventually, attempts have been made for estimation of
the flow characteristics based on the shear test results (i.e. numerical calibration).

2. Methodology

This section provides information regarding the material properties and the testing procedures that have been
followed. The considered particles have cubical shapes with an edge length of \( d = 2\text{mm} \) (the reason for choosing
cubical geometry is to have the aspect ratio as 1 and put emphasis on the surface and edge properties). Cubes
were approximated by SQ particles in LIGGGHTS and by MS particles in EDEM [26] (except for Section 4.1, where
MS particles were simulated in LIGGGHTS software). Regarding the use of two distinct DEM codes, it should
be noted that the contact detection algorithm and force calculation methodology are different for multi-sphere and
superquadric particles. Furthermore, using spherical particles, the consistency of the test conditions for both DEM
codes was assessed through comparing the results of several single-particle and bulk-level tests (as also mentioned in
the Section 4.2).

To simulate a perfect cube, the shape description method must be able to provide sharp edges. Theoretically, the
edge sharpness of MS particles could be increased by using spheres of smaller size to represent the particle edges.
However, this would lead to i) smaller time-step ii) higher number of sub-spheres per particle and, as a result, iii)
higher computational costs. The current study evaluates whether surface bumpiness can compensate the lack of edge
sharpness for MS particles approximating cubical particle.

The parameters for considered material are chosen in a way that the computational cost is reasonable. Table
1 shows the material properties for particles and the geometry. Hertz model with viscous damping (modified by
Brilliantov et al.[27]) and Mindlin-Deresiewicz[28] model are used in all simulations as normal and tangential force
models:

\[
F_n = k^n \delta^n - \gamma^n U^n
\]

\[
F_t = \min(k^t \delta^t - \gamma^t U^t, \mu_s F^n)
\]

where \( \delta_n \) is the normal overlap distance between particles, \( U^n \) is the normal component of the relative velocity at the
contact point, \( \delta^t \) is the tangential overlap[29], \( \mu_s \) is the coefficient of sliding friction. Corresponding expressions for
coefficients \( k_n, k_t, \gamma_n, \gamma_t \) can be found in [30, 31, 10].

2.1. Superquadrics

The equation that governs the shape of a SQ particle in its local coordinate system, given by Barr [32], is as follows:

\[
f(x, y, z) \equiv \left( \left| \frac{x}{a} \right|^{n_2} + \left| \frac{y}{b} \right|^{n_2} \right)^{\frac{n_1}{n_2}} + \left| \frac{z}{c} \right|^{n_1} - 1 = 0,
\]

where \( a, b, c \) are the half-lengths of the particles along its principal axes, and \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are blockiness parameters
that control edge sharpness. Cubical particles can be modeled by superquadrics taking \( a = b = c = d/2 \) and taking
\[ n_1 = n_2 = N > 2, \text{ where } N \text{ controls the level of edge sharpness/blockiness. It is worth noting that each k-th SQ particle in a simulation can have its own set of parameters } (a_k, b_k, c_k, n_{1k}, n_{2k}) \text{ and, as a result, corresponding shape function } f_k(x, y, z). \]

The contact detection algorithm is based on finding a “midway” point \( X_0 \) between two superquadric particles \( A \) and \( B \) (Fig.1) that is a solution of the following non-linear system:

\[
\begin{cases}
\nabla F_A(X) + \mu^2 \nabla F_B(X) = 0 \\
F_A(X) - F_B(X) = 0,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \mu \) is the proportionality coefficient, \( F_k(X) = f_k(Q_k^T \cdot (X - X_{Ck})) \) is the shape function of particle \( k \) defined with respect to a global coordinate system, \( X_{Ck} \) is the centre of mass, \( Q_k = Q(q_k) \) is the quaternion-based rotation matrix and \( q_k \) is the quaternion that tracks orientation of particle \( k \). The contact direction \( n_{AB} = \nabla F_A/||\nabla F_A|| \) is calculated at the contact point \( X_0 \). The normal overlap vector \( \delta_n \) is defined as a vector connecting points of intersection \( X_A \) and \( X_B \) between the contact line and surfaces of particles \( A \) and \( B \) correspondingly:

\[ F_A(X_A) = 0, \text{ where } X_A = X_0 + \alpha_A n_{AB}, \]

\[ F_B(X_B) = 0, \text{ where } X_B = X_0 + \alpha_B n_{AB}, \]

\[ \delta_n = X_A - X_B = (\alpha_A - \alpha_B) n_{AB}. \]

Standard normal and tangential force models\[30\] can be applied, using local curvature radius as particle radius in force formulations.

Newton’s method is employed to solve the system of non-linear equations (3) for every potential pair of particles at every DEM time-step. Several techniques can be proposed to reduce the number of potential particle pairs and increase computational efficiency: checking intersections between minimum bounding spheres and oriented bounding boxes, and using the solution for the contact point from the previous step at a current step as initial guess. Eq. (4) must be solved for every pair of overlapping particles. For a more detailed description of contact detection and a contact force algorithms between SQ particles refer to Podlozhnyuk et al. [10].

Different levels of edge sharpness (between \( N = 4 \) and \( N = 10 \), further denoted as SQ\((N4)\),...,SQ\((N10)\)) are used in this paper to study the blockiness effect. Fig.2 (top row) illustrates particle shapes for SQ\((N4)\), SQ\((N6)\) and SQ\((N8)\).

2.2. Multi-sphere approach

Multi-spheres, which approximate the shape of particles by overlapping or touching spheres, are used as an approximation of the real shape irregularities [3, 33]. In the multi-sphere model, a single particle is represented by a set of rigidly connected spheres, which are inscribed into the shape of the particle such that at each contact point of sphere and real body a tangential plane can be constructed. The sub-spheres are allowed to vary in size and to overlap forming an approximation of any desired shape. The contact force between neighboring particles is calculated from
their element spheres, using sphere-sphere contact detection. Each sub-sphere \( i \) of particle \( A \) is checked for contact against each sub-sphere \( k \) of particle \( B \) (see Fig. 3). The normal overlap vector \( \delta_{ABik} \) is determined for each pair of intersecting sub-spheres in the same way as conducted for single spherical particles:

\[
\delta_{ABik} = \| X_{Ai} - X_{Bk} \| - (r_{Ai} + r_{Bk}) \\
X_{Ai} = X_{CA} + Q_A \cdot d_{Ai} \\
X_{Bk} = X_{CB} + Q_B \cdot d_{Bk},
\]

(5)

where \( X_{CA} \) and \( X_{CB} \) are the centres of gravity, \( Q_A \) and \( Q_B \) are the rotational matrices converting vectors from the body-fixed frame to the global coordinate system, \( d_{Ai} \) and \( d_{Bk} \) are the vectors in the body-fixed frame pointing from the centres of gravity (\( X_{CA} \) and \( X_{CB} \)) to the centres of sub-spheres \( i \) and \( k \) for multi-sphere particles \( A \) and \( B \) correspondingly.

Contact forces \( F_{ABik} \) are obtained from the calculated overlaps \( \delta_{ABik} \) for each pair of overlapping sub-spheres between particles \( A \) and \( B \). The resulting overall force acting on particle \( A \) from particle \( B \) is determined as follows:

\[
F_{AB} = \sum_{i,k: \delta_{ABik} < 0} F_{ABik}.
\]

(6)

Details of the algorithm and mechanical calculations can be found in Abbaspour-Fard and Favier et al. [2, 3].

Cubes, as multi-spheres, were modeled in EDEM software using equal-radius \((d/4)\) overlapping sub-spheres. The number of sub-spheres in each edge of the cubes varies between 2 and 5, resulting in 8, 27, 64, and 125 total sub-spheres per particle (further denoted as MS(8), MS(27), MS(64) and MS(125) correspondingly). Graphical illustrations for MS(8), MS(27), MS(64) are given in Fig. 2 (bottom row).

### 2.3. Coarse-graining

In order to compute the continuum fields through micro-scale data, an appropriate averaging methodology must be followed. The average procedure captures the fluctuation of the continuum fields and allows the continuum parameters of interest to be evaluated at appropriate local spatio-temporal scales. In this study, we are using the averaging or coarse graining (\( CG \)) technique described by [34] to obtain macro-scale features of the granular assembly such as density, velocity and stress.

Coarse-graining utilizes both spatial and temporal options for averaging the DEM results, in which the former regulates the extent of the volume contributing to the field data at each point and the latter is employed to represent the temporal fluctuations [34].

Both the spatial \((w)\) and the temporal \((\Delta T)\) scales are problem-dependent and vary with the dynamic characteristics of the granular system. However, based on studies conducted by the authors and also as suggested by Weinhart...
et. al[35], values of $d < w < 2d$ are appropriate for quasi-statics systems. Additionally, to reduce the instantaneous fluctuations, a temporal average over $\Delta T = 0.5s$ with a 100Hz data output frequency has been applied to the spatially averaged results.

3. Simulation results: micro-level

3.1. Particle-wall impact

In this test, a particle impacts a flat wall with a specified translational velocity ($v_{pre} = 0.01m/s$) normal to the wall and zero angular velocity. The particle has one plane of symmetry parallel to the wall, so that face-wall contact occurs. The post-impact particle velocity $v_{post}$ normal to the wall is computed. The contact is assumed to be frictionless and without gravity. It can be observed from Fig. 4 that for all particle shapes used the velocity increases again until a certain point, as expected, but then it decreases again slightly. This occurs due to the employed viscous damping model at the end of the contact, when the repulsive force in Eq.(1) ($k\delta^n$) component becomes smaller than the viscous part ($\gamma^nU^n$) and the total normal force becomes aligned towards the wall, decreasing the rebound velocity. After the impact is finished, it is clear from Fig. 4 that the post-impact velocity for superquadric cubes does not depend on the blockiness parameter $N$ and satisfies the coefficient of restitution: $v_{post}/v_{pre} = \varepsilon_{pw}$. On the contrary, the post-impact velocity for multi-spheres decreases with increasing number of sub-spheres. This is a well-known drawback of the standard multi-sphere method [17],[36], [18]. To overcome this problem the calculation of the contact forces has to be modified. The total force of the contacting sub-spheres cannot be equivalent to the contact force between contacting MS-particles. Kodam et al.[36] proposed to adjust the normal spring stiffness that minimizes the error between the summarized contact force of the sub-spheres and reference particle is minimized. An alternative solution as demonstrated by Kruggel-Emden et al. [17] would be to divide the total sum of all component forces by the number of contact points for each contact pair of MS-particles (advanced MS-method).

3.2. Degree of interlocking

Particle shape irregularity is quantified in the following section. Particle 1 and Particle 2 stand on a flat surface having centres at $(-r,0,r)$ and $(r,0,r)$ correspondingly and touching each other at $(0,0,r)$, where $r = d/2$ is the half-edge length of a particle. Particle 3 is initially located at $(-r,0,3r)$ producing zero overlap, and is allowed to fall under gravity over Particle 1 (configuration “1+2”, Fig.5).

The interlocking value $\delta z = 3r - z$ is calculated, where $z$ is the residual $Z$-coordinate of the centre of Particle 3. Then, after impact, the initial position of Particle 3 in X-direction is changed by small $\delta x : x := x + \delta x$ and the simulations are iterated from $x = -r$ till $x = r$. The interlocking value $\delta z$ as a function of initial position in X-direction is presented in Fig.6.

It is clear from Fig.6 that the MS(8) shape has the highest degree of interlocking as can be expected from the surface being represented by two spheres in contact. Moreover, $\delta z$ decreases with the increase of the number of sub-
spheres. The degree of interlocking for SQ particles has its maximum for SQ(N4) and decreases with the increase of superquadric blockiness $N$.

The effect of particle shape irregularity is further studied in the following set of simulations with 3 particles (in “1+2” configuration). Particle 1, 2 and 3 are located initially exactly in the same way as in Fig.5. Particle 1 and 2 remain static during the whole simulation. Particle 3 moves from $x = -r$ to $x = r$ with prescribed constant translational velocity $u_x = 1\text{mm/s}$ in X-direction, having 1 degree of freedom (along Z-axis, no rotation).

3.3. Particle-Particle sliding

The simulation is conducted for different friction coefficients: $\mu_{pp}^s = 0.1, 0.3, 0.56$. Tangential force $F_t$ acting on Particle 3 is calculated as the $x$-component of the total force (normal+tangential) taken with the negative sign ($-F_x$). In order to cancel out the effect of different masses per single particle, it is plotted (Fig.7) in dimensionless form ($F_t/\mu_{pp}^s mg$) as a function of relative displacement $x/r$. The total mechanical work done by the tangential force $F_t$ is added to the legend in dimensionless form:

$$W = A/A_0, A = \int_{-r}^{r} F_t dx, \quad (7)$$

where $A_0 = 2\mu_{pp}^s mg r$ is the mechanical work done by the friction force for a displacement $\Delta x = 2r$ (from $x = -r$ to $x = r$), assuming particles as ideal cubes sliding along a flat surface. It can be seen from Fig.7 that the behaviour of the tangential force for MS particles exhibits “zigzag” pattern. For SQ particles there is always only one local maximum/minimum that is related to the gap at $x = 0$ between particles 1 and 2. It seems that the behaviour of MS and SQ particles (maximum tangential force $F_t$ and its mechanical work) tends to converge to that for ideal cubes ($F_t = \mu_{pp}^s mg = \text{const}, A = A_0$) with the increase of the number of subspheres (for MS) and blockiness $N$ (for SQ) and with the increase of the friction coefficient $\mu_{pp}^s$. However, significantly higher MS-particle resolution is required to achieve less than 5% of the maximum relative deviation of the tangential force from the mean value.

3.4. Inclined/rotating plate I

Here, a single particle is placed onto a flat surface that starts to rotate with constant angular velocity $\omega = \pi/50$ [rad/s]. The distance between rotation origin and projection of the particle centre onto the surface is $L = 24\text{mm}$ (Fig. 8). For each particle shape the corresponding critical angle (the angle at which a particle begins to move/tilt) is found for coefficients of friction $\mu_1 = 0.45$ and $\mu_2 = 0.56$ and compared to the sliding angles $\alpha_1 = \arctan(\mu_1) = 24.23^\circ$ and $\alpha_2 = \arctan(\mu_2) = 29.25^\circ$.

Two scenarios are possible during the rotation of the plate: sliding of a particle along the plate without changing the orientation, or tilting of the particle towards the rotation origin. For the SQ particles (Fig.9), the results are depending on particle blockiness/edge sharpness ($N$). The SQ(N4) and SQ(N5) particles tilt and fall at the same angles irrespective of the coefficient of friction. For coefficient of friction $\mu = \mu_1$, SQ(N6), SQ(N7) and SQ(N8)
particles slide at the sliding angle, while for $\mu = \mu_2$, the critical angle increases with the increase of blockiness $N$. The results show that particles with different levels of edge sharpness can behave differently even at the single grain level (changing the mode of motion from rotational to translational).

It is interesting to note that the behaviour of MS particles does not depend on the number of sub-spheres. For $\mu_1$, MS particles begin to slide exactly at the sliding angle $\alpha_1$; for $\mu_2$, they begin to tilt and fall from the plate at around $27^\circ$ (similar to SQ($N6$)), irrespective of the number of sub-spheres for both values of the coefficient of friction studied. This can be explained by the fact that all MS particles have sub-spheres with equal sizes, which give them an alike tilting characteristics.

3.5. Inclined/rotating plate II

In this simulation, 3 particles in configuration “1+2” stand on a flat surface. Particle 3 is standing exactly above the gap between particles 1 and 2 (Fig.10). The flat surface starts to rotate and the critical angle for particle 3 is measured. The angular velocity $\omega$ and the distance $L$ between the rotation origin and the gap between particles 1 and 2 are exactly the same as in the previous section. The particle-wall friction coefficient $\mu_{pw}^a = 1$ was chosen to avoid sliding of particles 1 and 2 along the flat surfaces before particle 3 starts moving. The coefficient of friction between particles was varied: $\mu_{pp}^a = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, \text{ and } 0.56$. Critical angle as a function of superquadric blockiness ($N$) and the number of sub-spheres is presented in Fig.11. MS(216), MS(343) and MS(729) particles (with 6, 7 and 9 sub-spheres per edge correspondingly) have been additionally simulated. The simulation results (“S”) are compared with the analytical solution (“A”, case of perfect cubes): $\alpha_{crit} = \arctan(\mu_{pp}^a)$ that covers only particle sliding.

It is clear, behaviour for SQ converges to that for ideal cubes with the increase of blockiness for all coefficients of particle-particle friction ($\mu_{pp}^a$) used. Starting from $N = 8$ the results can be considered as converged to $\alpha_{crit}$. At low blockiness ($N = 4$) there is a maximum 50% deviation from $\alpha_{crit}$. For MS particles, there are significant errors at low $\mu_{pp}^a$ and low number of sub-spheres due to high particle interlocking level/bumpiness. Moreover, it seems that the results for most of the $\mu_{pp}^a$ tend to converge to values that differ from $\alpha_{crit}$ with increasing the number of sub-spheres. Similar to section 3.3, a significantly larger number of sub-spheres can be required to consider results as converged for coefficients of friction between 0.2 and 0.4. For $\mu_{pp}^a = 0.56$ the critical angle does not depend on the number of sub-spheres significantly converging to a value slightly lower than $\alpha_{crit}$.

Based on the results above and the results from previous sections, we can conclude that at low coefficients of friction ($\leq 0.2$) representation of particle shape using SQ and MS can have significant effect on particle motion, especially for MS particles (interlocking effect). At high contact friction, the effect of particle-interlocking can be relatively neglected.
4. Simulation results: macro-level

4.1. Angle of repose

In this test an assembly of 6000 particles is distributed randomly in a cone. The system is allowed to settle under gravity (in Z-direction) for 1s simulation time. Fig.12 shows the simulation setup and the dimensions used.

The average residual translational and angular velocities for MS particles after settling were found to be of order $v_{ave}^{MS} = 10^{-13}$ m/s and $\omega_{ave}^{MS} = 10^{-9}$ rad/s correspondingly, while for SQ particles the velocities were around $v_{ave}^{SQ} = 10^{-5}$ m/s and $\omega_{ave}^{MS} = 10^{-2}$ rad/s. A possible explanation for this can be bumpiness of MS particles that produces an artificial sliding and rolling resistance because of multiple contact points between two MS particles. Concerning SQ particles, the contact is based only on a single contact point. Stability of the packings for SQ particles can be increased by applying a rolling friction model, like models B and C in [37], with a relative small rolling friction coefficient about $\mu_r = 10^{-3}$ or $\mu_r = 10^{-2}$ to dissipate energy. In this case the average residual translational and angular velocities for SQ particles were found to be around one order less for $\mu_r = 10^{-3}$ and 4 orders less for $\mu_r = 10^{-2}$ correspondingly with respect to zero rolling friction coefficient. However, the influence of a small rolling friction coefficient on the superquadric DEM simulation results must be further studied. Hence, zero rolling friction coefficient is used in all simulation results presented further in this paper.

Then, after the packing is formed, the orifice is opened and discharge commences. The simulation continues for 3s until a heap is formed. The heap is then analysed and the angle of repose is estimated.

The algorithm that determines the angle of repose of the heap operates by dividing the heap along Z-direction into 20 discs of equal height (instead of dividing into wedge shaped regions as in [38]). The discs are allowed to overlap by 50% with the neighbors in vertical direction. Then, the average cross-sectional area $S_i$ of each disc is calculated by constructing a convex hull from particle centres in the XY plane. Each disc is assumed to be cylindrical with area equivalent radius $r_i = \sqrt{S_i/\pi}$. This way, it was possible to construct the surface profile function $z_i = z(r_i)$ and plot it for each of particle shapes, see Fig.13.

Furthermore, the angle of repose is found as the inclination angle of $z = z(r)$ using linear regression, see Fig.14. The first and the last bins are excluded to avoid the influence of the rounded top and flattened foot of the heap. It can be seen from Fig. 14 that the results for SQ particles are located within a larger interval than MS particles. The increase of SQ blockiness parameter $N$ from $N = 4$ to $N = 8$ increases monotonically the angle of repose. Meanwhile, it is clear that, for MS particles, increasing the number of sub-spheres decreases bumpiness (which presumably would affect the angle of repose). Looking at Fig. 14, it is clear that there is an abrupt change for AOR of MS particles with 2 and 3 particles per edge (i.e. MS8 and MS27). However, it seems that further increase in the number of particles per edge (in this case from 3 to 5), is not affecting the avalanching characteristics of MS particles. A similar effect was observed by Markauskas et al. [6] for ellipsoidal particles.

Eventually, it is interesting to note that despite the very different interlocking mechanism and surface characteristics between SQ(N8) and MS(8), both particles show similar heap profiles. Nevertheless, SQ(N4) and MS(64), which have
alike geometric characteristics (both have relatively similar rounded edges, and MS(64) is less bumpy and tend to have a rather smooth surface), present very distinct heap profiles. It can be said that even small surface bumpiness can affect the heap formation of cubic particles (MS(64) has larger AOR than SQ(N4) and SQ(N6)). Additionally, it is seen that the SQ particles are more sensitive in AOR test on blockiness parameter.

In order to measure computational efficiency of MS and SQ approaches, the simulations for “Angle of Repose” with SQ and MS particles were conducted on the same machine using the same software (LIGGGHTS). Fig.15 illustrates performance degradation $C_T/S_t$ as a function of the number of sub-spheres $S_s$ for MS particles and as a function of blockiness $N$ for SQ-particles, with $C_T$ being the total computational time and $S_T$ being the total simulation time with perfect spheres (can be considered as MS(1)). MS37 and MS61 particles, that are MS64 and MS125 particles with removed interior sub-spheres, were additionally simulated. It can be observed that the computational time for MS particles depends linearly on the number of sub-spheres with a factor of 1.3. MS(125) particles demonstrate the highest computational time and are excluded from further simulations. The total computational time for SQ particles is 10X larger than for the case of perfect spheres and it does not grow with the increase of blockiness $N$ (being comparable to $C_T$ of MS8 particles).

Based on the results above and the results from previous sections, only SQ(N4), SQ(N6), SQ(N8) and MS(8), MS(27), MS(64) particles will be used further in this paper and compared to each other.

4.2. Jenike shear tester

The Jenike shear tester is widely used for measuring flow properties of particulate solids, [24]. In this test the granular material is placed in a split cylindrical box. Then, the material is consolidated by applying a constant vertical load $\sigma_v$ (10 kPa) to the lid section (consolidation state). Later, the top half of the cylinder (ring) is sheared at a constant translational velocity (2 mm/sec), see Fig.16. The measured quantity is the force required for this movement that can be converted to an average shear stress $\tau$. Velocity of the lid in LIGGGHTS is controlled by a standard PID controller[39] that compares the current acting force $f_{total}$ with the predefined target value $f_{SP}$. In EDEM position and velocity of the lid is controlled by multi-body dynamics.

Before comparing MS and SQ particles, simulations with mono-sized spherical particles were conducted to prove equivalence of the setups in the LIGGGHTS and EDEM codes. Results showed a reasonably good agreement with a maximum difference of 3 % (for stress-displacement curves). This discrepancy can be explained by the difference in initial particle configuration within the generated packings and also the difference in the constant vertical load controller.

The DEM time-step was chosen as $\Delta t = 2 \cdot 10^{-6}$ s (5 % of Rayleigh time) in all simulations. Two types of packing, using MS and SQ particles, were generated to assess the dependence of the results on the density of the initial packing. In the dense packing, the particle-particle friction coefficient $\mu_{pp}$ was set to zero at the filling stage and changed back to $\mu_{pp}^s = 0.56$ before applying $\sigma_v$. On the contrary, the loose packing had $\mu_{pp}^s = 0.56$ during the whole simulation. For all simulations, material properties were kept identical and packings of equivalent bulk volume were generated using
SQ(N4), SQ(N6), SQ(N8) and MS(8), MS(27), MS(64) particles. In the following two sections (4.2.1 & 4.2.2), the
effects of particle edge and surface properties on the packing density and mode of motion are evaluated. Successively,
the shearing response of the particles is assessed in section 4.2.3.

4.2.1. Porosity

The porosity $\phi$ of the samples was measured by exporting the position of the lid at start and end of shearing.
This scalar quantity is an indication of how densely the particles are packed in the system (i.e. by dividing the total
volume of the voids over the volume of the shear tester). As mentioned before, the packings are prepared in dense
and loose states by switching the friction coefficient to 0 and 0.56 respectively. Fig.17 presents the initial porosity of
the samples at $D = 0$ (end of consolidation) and also the relative change of porosity at end of shearing ($\Delta\phi$). The
porosity at $D = 0$ is referred to as “initial porosity” ($\phi_{ini}$) and $\Delta\phi$ is calculated as:

$$\Delta\phi = \frac{\phi_{end} - \phi_{ini}}{\phi_{ini}} \cdot 100\%$$ (8)

where, $\phi_{end}$ is the final porosity of the sample at $D = 6$ mm.

According to Table 2, by increasing $N$, the number of particles in both density states decrease up to 15 %.
Moreover, looking at Fig. 17, it is clear that the reduction in number of particles is not affecting the initial porosity
($\phi_{ini}$) of the system (i.e. the extension of edges for SQ(N6) and SQ(N8) provides similar total particle volume as the
assembly of SQ(N4) particles) despite the differences in volumes per single particle (Table 3). It is also seen that the
value $N = 4$ leads to the highest $\phi_{ini}$ for SQ particles (more noticeable for the dense case) and further increase of $N$
from 6 to 8 has no effect on the porosity of the sample.

Moreover, results suggest that the bumpiness, in MS particles, can affect the initial porosity of the system and
leads to increase of $\phi_{ini}$ in both density states (here, it must be noted that the MS(8) has a void between composing
particles which is subtracted from the total voids of the system).

Furthermore, it is seen that all of MS particles provide higher initial porosities than for SQ particles. This is mostly
due to the additional void that is available between adjacent overlapping spheres on the surface of the MS particle.

Another important phenomenon that happens during shearing of the granular samples is the dilation of the
assemblies. The $\phi_{ini}$ for the samples are plotted in Fig. 17 with respect to the change in porosity ($\Delta\phi$) at $D = 6$ mm.
It is seen that even the samples with initially loose configurations tend to dilate, which might be due to the high level
of irregularity that the considered particles have (for both MS and SQ particles $\Delta\phi < 10\%$ ). On the other hand,
the magnitude of $\Delta\phi$ in dense samples is 3 to 4 times larger than for the loose samples (as expected, the dilatant
behaviour is more pronounced for the dense packings). Additionally, the increase in blockiness of the SQ particles
increases the $\Delta\phi$ magnitude. Unlike this, the effect of bumpiness on dilatancy is not following a specific trend for the
considered MS particles. While the difference of $\Delta\phi$ for MS(27) and MS(64) is relatively small, MS(8) presents the
lowest $\Delta\phi$. This is due to the higher initial porosity in sample with MS(8) particles. The observed results are well
capturing the concept of dilation and its dependency on density state in critical-state theory [40, 41].

It is also useful to monitor the vertical displacement of the lid, during the shearing of the assembly, to determine the mode of volume change (i.e. contractive or dilative), see Fig 18. For the loose packing, SQ(N4) and MS(8) have the lowest amount of lid displacement (this is due to the higher initial porosity, see Figure 16). Furthermore, loose packings are showing a slightly contractive behaviour initially, approximately up to 1.5 mm of the shear displacement, before starting to dilate.

In dense packings, the contraction of the assemblies seems to be insignificant and dilation is the dominant mode of volume change. For the MS particles, the bumpiness effect can be seen in further dilation of MS(27) compared to MS(64), however, MS(8) has the least volume increase due to its initial higher porosity. On the other hand, increase in the corner sharpness of SQ particles is contributing to increased dilation of the assembly during shearing.

Coarse-graining shows the local distribution of the porosity in the Jenike shear tester. Fig.19a presents the results for MS(8), with $\phi_{\text{init}}=0.5$, at $D = 6 \text{ mm}$. It can be seen that the lowest porosity is formed from top right to bottom left corner. Moreover, the distribution of the magnitude of normal contact forces is presented in Fig.19b. Results suggest the zone with lower porosity concentration and strong contact forces overlaps.

4.2.2. Mode of motion for the particles

The previous section provides information on the effect of surface bumpiness and edge sharpness on the packing density and the dilation of the particles at the initial and final state of a direct shear test. In the current section, an attempt is made to evaluate the mode of motion for the particles during the shearing. Accordingly, the cumulative rotation $\theta_i$ and its magnitude $\theta_i$, for each particle $i$, is recorded for all the tests:

$$\theta_i(t) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^t \omega_i d\tau, \theta_i = ||\theta_i||, i = 1, N_p,$$

where, $\omega_i$ is the angular velocity of particle $i$ and $N_p$ is the number of particles in the system.

Fig.20 shows the distribution of the cumulative rotation magnitude at $D = 6 \text{ mm}$ for MS(8) particles (since a similar trend was seen for other particles, only the result for MS(8), with $\phi_{\text{init}} = 0.57$, is shown here). It is clear that the rotation of the particles is localized in a layer with a thickness of two to three particles (most rotation belongs to the particles located in the shear band), in the mid height of the shearing cell (this is commonly observed in both MS and SQ particles). The obtained results are in line with the numerical study in [42]. Fig.20 also shows the dilatant behaviour of the particles, that leads to elevation of the ring.

Fig.21 compares the magnitude of the cumulative rotation for the dense samples at the end of the shearing. Results imply that for both SQ and MS particles the magnitude of cumulative rotation is independent of the bumpiness and blockiness.

However, for the loose packings, as shown in Fig.22, SQ(N8) and MS(8) present the lowest cumulative rotation (true for higher magnitudes of cumulative rotation $>0.075$). The percentage of MS particles with cumulative rotation
magnitude less than or equal to 0.025 is clearly higher than the corresponding percentage for SQ particles, independently of bumpiness/squareness. Nonetheless, for the rest of the cumulative rotation magnitudes, MS and SQ particles show similar values. Consequently, it can be deduced that the additional bumpiness/blockiness results in constraining the rotation of the particles (during shearing) only in loose packings.

4.2.3. Shear strength

The corresponding shear stress curves for SQ and MS particles as a function of shear displacement ($D$) are shown in Fig. 23. It can be seen that, in loose packing, SQ($N4$) has the lowest peak strength during shearing. However, it can be noticed that after increasing the blockiness to $N = 6$, the material shows a higher strength, but a further blockiness (i.e. $N = 8$) plays no significant role in the shearing response of the SQ particles. Additionally, one might argue that in shearing strength of the granular material, the fact of packing density matters to a large extent. Looking at Fig. 17, it can be seen that for the loose packings, cubes with different values of $N$ and various surface bumpiness (except MS(8)) have a similar values of $\phi_{init}$.

For the loose packings of the MS particles, the MS(27) and MS(64), which have relatively similar surface roughness, show a comparable peak strength, while a slightly lower residual strength can be seen for the MS(64) (this is due to further smoothness in the surface of the particle). The MS(8) is providing a peak and residual strength larger than for MS(27) and MS(64), which is an indication of increased interlocking among the MS(8) particles. Moreover, a similar residual strength is seen for the following pairs ‘SQ($N4$) and MS(64)’, and ‘SQ($N6$), SQ($N8$) and MS(27)’. According to the shown results, it can be seen that increasing particle bumpiness can compensate to some extent the effect of edge sharpness when approximating particles by multi-spheres. Additionally, comparing the observations here with those of in section 4.1, it is deducible that in dense shearing regimes having a relatively resembling geometry for the particles can be adequate to capture comparable bulk response from different shape representation techniques.

For the dense packing, increasing blockiness for SQ particles results in higher shear strength of the material. A similar response is seen for the MS particles when the number of sub-spheres is reduced (the influence is roughly 30 % for both particle types). It should be noted that due to the limitation of the displacement in the Jenike tester, the residual strength of the dense samples has not been fully recorded for the particles with the highest amount of bumpiness and blockiness (i.e. MS (8) and SQ ($N6$) and ($N8$)). Accordingly, an alternative way is followed to compare the shear strength of the samples: we compared the peak friction angle ($\Phi_p$), which is obtained through dividing the maximum value of $\tau$ by $\sigma_n$. The results for all the shapes are summarized in Fig. 24. Considering the dense packings, MS(8) is in good agreement with SQ($N6$) and SQ($N8$), whereas SQ($N4$) reaches a similar peak as for MS(27) and MS(64). Additionally, in the loose samples, both MS(64) and MS(27) have $\Phi_p$ values close to SQ($N6$) and SQ($N8$). Consequently, it can be said that influence of blockiness is increased in dense sample (the $\Phi_p$ value for MS(8) is reached by SQ($N6$) and SQ($N8$), however $\Phi_p$ for SQ($N6$) and SQ($N8$) only equals MS(27) and MS(64) in loose samples).

A close look into residual strength of the samples in both density states shows that SQ($N4$) and MS(64) present a similar response. On the other hand, it is an established fact that the quasi-static silo discharge can be considered as
a dense flow regime (similar to that of Jenike test). Considering this, it is of high interest to investigate the possibility of predicting flow characteristics of the two particles through the shear tests. This will be discussed in detail in section 4.3.

Fig. 25 presents the local distribution of the horizontal stress for the MS and SQ particles (results are only shown for the dense samples, in which a greater shear strength is developed). The pattern for the horizontal stress is similar to the distribution of local porosity and contact network shown in Fig. 19. Despite the similar residual strength for SQ(N4) and MS(64), the stress distribution pattern seems to be slightly different for these particles. In general, the increase in shear strength of the material due to change in particle shape can be seen clearly.

The detailed study of the bulk response in the current section and also in section 4.2.1 reveals the idea that:

Whilst the effect of bumpiness and blockiness may show up more strongly in single particle verification and free flow conditions (e.g. avalanching), in many dense flow situations such as here, the exact shape representation is not so important for all packings (to produce the right shearing response). In other words, once a certain degree of the surface and edge complexities is addressed, further adjustment may not be necessary for predicting the behaviour of dense flow regimes (i.e. once a cube is made out of 3 sub-spheres per edge, increasing the number of sub-spheres to 4 or 5 will not greatly influence the overall behaviour; similarly, for SQ blocks, once an edge sharpness of N=6 is considered, further increase of blockiness is not essential to predict the behaviour of a perfect cube). Additionally, it should be noted that packing density plays a major role in determining the importance of the shape factor (the denser the packing, the more influential is the shape factor on shear strength and porosity of the granular assembly).

4.3. Silo flow

This section addresses two objectives: a) evaluating the dependency of quasi-static flow on edge and surface properties of the MS and SQ particles b) assessing the validity of the numerical calibration methodology (through comparing the flow characteristics of particles with similar shearing response in the Jenike test). In this respect, the discharge process of the particles has been monitored inside a flat-bottom silo, which has dimensions $50d \times 5d \times 100d$ in $x, y, z$ directions correspondingly. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the $y$ direction. The orifice dimension is $10d \times 5d$.

A total of about 21 000 particles were generated in each software to model the filling and discharge of the flat-bottom silo. Particles above the height of 0.2 m in the silo were removed from simulations before discharge in order to have equal bulk volumes, see Table 4 for the detailed number of particles. Please note that to address the difference in the volume of the single MS particles, the density of the $MS (8)$ particles has been changed from 4100 to 6279 kg/m$^3$, to provide a match of the mass of MS(8) particle to the mass of MS(27) particle.

4.3.1. Discharge process

The discharge rate of the MS and SQ particles are shown in Fig. 26, shows the effect of blockiness and bumpiness on the discharging process. It is evident that for the SQ particles, the increasing blockiness retards the flow resulting
in a decreasing flow-rate. For the MS particles, increasing the surface bumpiness also results in a decreasing flow-rate. However, the effect of bumpiness on flow-rate appears to be much smaller with MS (27) and MS (64) converging to a similar flow-rate. Moreover, the drop in discharge rate, by increasing pseudo-bumpiness, is smaller than the effect of increased blockiness for SQ particles (blockiness is not well captured by bumpiness). Moreover, MS(64) and SQ(N4) (with similar residual shearing response) present an overlapping discharge rates (i.e. the slope of cumulative discharged mass in Fig. 26). The above results are in line with the Beverloo’s equation [43], which predicts the mass flow rate \( M \) according to the following equation:

\[
M = C \rho \sqrt{g(D_0 - kd)^{5/2}},
\]

where, \( C \) is constant that depends on the coefficient of friction, \( \rho_b \) is the bulk density after filling, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, \( D_0 \) is the opening width, \( d \) is the particle diameter, \( k \) is generally known to be a constant that depends on particle shape. In this case, \( kd \) increases by further bumpiness and blockiness (which results in reduction of the effective orifice dimension). Another important point is that compared to the significant dependency of the shearing resistance (\( \approx 30\% \)) on the shape characteristics, discharge rate is affected less (\( \approx 10\% \)).

Simulation snap-shots have been taken at different instances of the discharged mass \( (M_D) \) to provide an insight into flow profiles for both particle types. Fig. 27 shows the particles inside the silo at 10, 30 and 60 % of the discharge. It can be seen that the flow profiles are a function of the geometry of the particles. Increasing blockiness and bumpiness leads to development of the flow channels to higher elevation \( (M_D=10\%) \). Moreover, it is clear that the transition height, of which there is mass flow above this height, is increased (it is important to determine this point, since the maximum horizontal stress distribution is developed in this region). Additionally, it is observable that changing blockiness from 4 to 8 has a small effect on the formation of the dead/not-flowing zones, see \( M_D=60\% \). Unlike for SQ particles, increasing bumpiness leads to formation of larger dead-zones in adjacent of the silo walls (see results at \( M_D=60\% \)). Additionally, comparing flow pattern for particles with similar shear strength (i.e. SQ(N4) and MS(64), which were predicted in the direct shear simulations earlier) depicts the similarity of flow kinematics for both particle types. Accordingly, results of this section suggests that for the silo flow situation, which involves large displacement regimes (where residual strength dominates), representation of particle shape using MS or SQ particles can produce matching predictions as long as the relevant residual strength characteristics is captured.

In addition to the above remarks, results indicates that whilst significant differences in single particle behaviour have been shown between the two shape descriptors, they do not lead to significant discrepancy in silo flow kinematics.

4.3.2. Stress distribution

The horizontal \( (\sigma_{xx}) \) and vertical \( (\sigma_{zz}) \) stress distributions inside the silo are obtained through coarse graining as shown in Fig. 28 (at MD=30 %). Furthermore, it is an established fact that the continuum fields can be averaged over directions in which the flow is homogeneous. In this respect, since applied periodic boundary in depth of silo
provides a homogeneous flow; the results are averaged over $y$ direction.

A close look at $\sigma_{zz}$ distributions for MS and SQ particles reveals that the vertical stress is independent of the particle shape characteristics. Additionally, the highest magnitude of the $\sigma_{zz}$ is developed adjacent to the walls in the stagnant zones (two column of high stress at both sides of the flow channel). This is due to presence of the strong arches in the mass flow region that exerts the overburden pressure to the particles near the side-walls (it is clear that the flow channel cannot carry significant vertical loads).

Furthermore, the $\sigma_{xx}$ distribution is showing a reduction with the increase in $N$ parameter and decrease of number of sub-spheres. For MS(64) and SQ($N4$) particles, even though a similar flow pattern and discharge rate is captured, the distribution of $\sigma_{xx}$ differs.

5. Conclusion

In this work, the behaviour of SQ particles (in LIGGGHTS) with different blockiness/edge sharpness levels, and MS particles (in EDEM) with different numbers of sub-spheres (surface bumpiness), have been evaluated in single-grain and macro level tests.

At grain-level, several test cases were simulated with MS and SQ particles, which led to a better understanding of impact, interlocking, sliding and tilting characteristics of the single particles. These tests show the dependence of particle behaviour at the micro-scale on the particle edge and surface properties. For example, it has been shown that, at low friction coefficients, interlocking of MS particles can have significant effect on particle motion.

In the angle of repose test, the surface inclination of the formed piles increases monotonically with the increase in blockiness. A similar influence is seen by increasing the bumpiness in MS particles. Measuring the simulation time for particles with different shape properties, it is shown that the SQ blockiness has no significant influence on the computational costs. On the contrary, the computational time for MS particles strongly depends on the number of sub-spheres. It is seen that only MS(8) (among all MS particles) have computational time comparable to that for SQ particles, which is approximately 10 times slower than spherical particles. The use of SQ particles can therefore be beneficial for modelling non-spherical particles in DEM (especially for blocky types of particles).

Further assessment of bulk behaviour of the MS and SQ particles is performed through conducting the Jenike shear test. Results suggest that the surface roughness, in MS particles, and edge sharpness, in SQ particles, can dictate the material response only in certain density states. Namely, for porosity, dilation and shear strength of the material a dense packing is more susceptible to the variation in blockiness and bumpiness of particle.

For the silo flow, it is shown that the discharge rate, flow profiles and stress are affected by the shape to varying degrees. With increasing blockiness and surface bumpiness, the flow is retarded to some extent, of the order of 10% in this study. Moreover, the horizontal stress reduces whilst the vertical stress is much less sensitive to the shape characteristics.

The flow properties of the particles with similar residual shear strength have been assessed and an identical flow
pattern and discharge rate is recorded. Nevertheless, the inherent difference in total number of contacts in MS particles
(which acts as additional frictional resistance) could potentially give a different stress field.

An outlook to future research is to consider validation of the DEM results by considering non-spherical particles
and conduct angle of repose, Jenike shear and silo discharge experiments. This way, it will be possible to validate the
observations from this numerical investigation with measured physical responses of particulate systems.
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Figure 1: Scheme of particle-particle contact for superquadrics.

Figure 2: Particle shapes used. SQ(N4), SQ(N6) and SQ(N8), top, from left to right. And MS(8), MS(27) and MS(64), bottom, from left to right.
Figure 3: Scheme of particle-particle contact for multi-spheres.

Figure 4: The dimensionless particle velocity $v/v_{pre}$ as a function of time during the particle-wall impact.
Figure 5: Simulation setup for determining the degree of interlocking.

Figure 6: Dimensionless interlocking value $\delta z/r$ as a function of dimensionless $x/r$-coordinate.
Figure 7: Dimensionless tangential force $F_t/\mu_p^*mg$ as a function of initial dimensionless $x/r$-coordinate for different coefficients of friction $\mu = 0.1, 0.3, 0.56$. 

$\mu = 0.1$

$\mu = 0.3$

$\mu = 0.56$
Figure 8: Inclined plate I: setup.

Figure 9: Critical sliding/tilting angle as function of superquadric exponent $N$ (blockiness): cross signs for $\mu_1 = 0.45$ ("CoF 0.45"), green circles for $\mu_2 = 0.56$ ("CoF 0.56"). The red dash line indicates the sliding angle for $\mu_1 = 0.45$, the green solid line represents the sliding angle for $\mu_2 = 0.56$. 
Figure 10: Inclined plate II: particle configuration.
Figure 11: Inclined plate II: simulation results. Critical angle vs. superquadric blockiness vs. number of sub-spheres for MS for different coefficients of friction: $\mu_{pp} = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4$, and $0.56$. “S” stands for simulation, “A” stands for analytical solution in case of ideal cubes (dashed lines).
Figure 12: Angle of repose simulation setup.

Figure 13: Comparison of the surface profiles of particle piles from MS and SQ simulations.
Figure 14: Averaged angle of repose for different MS and SQ particles.

Figure 15: Computational time vs. number of sub-spheres for MS particles and vs. blockiness $N$ for SQ particles.

Figure 16: Jenike shear tester filled with superquadric particles (dimensions are in mm).
Figure 17: Porosity of the packings with different particle shapes (filled markers are for the dense packing).
Figure 18: The relative vertical displacement of the lid during the shearing for both loose and dense packing of: a) MS particles; b) SQ particles.
Figure 19: Distribution of the voids and forces inside the Jenike cell a) coarse grained results for visualization of the porosity b) normal contact force network (note that results are for MS8, and for displacement of $D = 6$ mm).

Figure 20: Distribution of the cumulative rotation magnitude for MS(8) particles (at $D = 6$ mm).

Figure 21: Cumulative rotation magnitude for the dense samples.
Figure 22: Cumulative rotation for the loose samples.
Figure 23: Jenike direct shear simulations considering SQ and MS particles a) loose packings b) dense packings.
Figure 24: Dependence of the peak friction angle ($\Phi_p$) on both particle shape and the initial porosity of the system (the filled markers are for dense packing).

Figure 25: Horizontal stress distribution for MS and SQ particles at $D = 6$ mm.
Figure 26: Cumulative discharged mass over time.
Figure 27: Flow profiles for both SQ and MS particles at $M_D = 10\%, 30\%$ and $60\%$. 
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Figure 27: Flow profiles for both SQ and MS particles at $M_D = 10\%, 30\%$ and $60\%$. 
Figure 28: Stress distribution inside the silo at $M_D = 30\%$.
Table 1: DEM material properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (particle) ( \rho ) [kg/m(^3)]</td>
<td>4100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of particle-particle friction ( \mu_{pp} )</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of particle-wall friction ( \mu_{pw} )</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of restitution (particle-particle), ( \varepsilon_p )</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of restitution (particle-wall), ( \varepsilon_{pw} )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson ratio (particles), ( \nu_p )</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson ratio (wall), ( \nu_w )</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus (particles), ( G_p ) [Pa]</td>
<td>(10^7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus (wall), ( G_w ) [Pa]</td>
<td>(10^{10})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM timestep size, ( \Delta t ) [s]</td>
<td>(2 \times 10^{-6})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal force model</td>
<td>Hertz model with viscous damping [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangential force model</td>
<td>Mindlin-Deresiewicz [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling friction model</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of particles in Shear test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Packing</th>
<th>Number of particles</th>
<th>Total mass, kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQ(N4)</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>6163</td>
<td>0.1637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>7378</td>
<td>0.1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ(N6)</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>5538</td>
<td>0.1637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>6848</td>
<td>0.2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ(N8)</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>5225</td>
<td>0.1611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>6576</td>
<td>0.2027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(8)</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>6236</td>
<td>0.1071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>7463</td>
<td>0.1282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(27)</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>5852</td>
<td>0.1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>6975</td>
<td>0.1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(64)</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>5719</td>
<td>0.1564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>6920</td>
<td>0.1892</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Volumes per particle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Volume, mm(^3)</th>
<th>Ratio to volume of ideal cube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQ(N4)</td>
<td>6.4819</td>
<td>0.8102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ(N6)</td>
<td>7.2079</td>
<td>0.9010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ(N8)</td>
<td>7.5167</td>
<td>0.9396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(8)</td>
<td>4.1933</td>
<td>0.5242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(8) (without central void)</td>
<td>4.6649</td>
<td>0.5832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(27)</td>
<td>6.4157</td>
<td>0.8020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(64)</td>
<td>6.6653</td>
<td>0.8332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Number and total mass of particles in silo flow simulation before discharge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Number of particles</th>
<th>Total mass, kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQ(N4)</td>
<td>19637</td>
<td>0.5217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ(N6)</td>
<td>17607</td>
<td>0.5205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ(N8)</td>
<td>16652</td>
<td>0.5134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(8)</td>
<td>20499</td>
<td>0.5391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(27)</td>
<td>18864</td>
<td>0.4965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS(64)</td>
<td>18475</td>
<td>0.5052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>